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Passing the Baton 
Dr. David Bell, Professor & Chief,  

Dept. of Urology  

 

 

In the career of medicine our life is a series of defined legs: Undergraduate Degree, 
Medical School, Residency, then frequently a Fellowship and finally the home 
stretch entering practice in our chosen specialty.  
 
For those of us who are fortunate enough to desire and remain in Academic 
Medicine, further legs exist through promotions and defined term held positions 
such as Program Director or Department Head. I was fortunate to have stumbled 
into the latter by accident. I was requested to fulfill a role as an interim head and 
during that year recognized the potential and opportunity that our Department 
held and accepted the position as Professor and Head of the Department of Urology 
10 years ago.  It has been a great privilege to hold such a position.   
 
Our Department continues to be viewed as one of the best in the country. A strong 
and coveted residency program that is known for training great Urologists.  We 
provide exceptional and contemporary clinical care. We have an active clinical 
research program and have nurtured collaborative relationships with our basic 
science colleagues. Most importantly our Department is recognized as being 
collegial and highly functional. We also have a highly committed cadre of allied 
health professionals who work with us daily to provide exemplary and 
compassionate care.  
 
Despite all our success, there have been bumps in the road. Fiscal restraints, 
government policy, particularly around manpower planning for faculty and 
residents, and the creation of the Nova Scotia Health Authority have all provided 
challenges. Many of these have also offered opportunity and collectively we have 
capitalized on those.  
 
I am very happy to have Greg Bailly succeed my tenure. Greg is a proven and 
motivated leader. Recognized as an exceptional clinician and as a previous Program 
Director, he has exhibited the skills to lead our Department into the future. He will 
have his challenges; some predictable and others not, but I am confident that he 
will have the ability to continue to lead and unite the Department.  
 
As I approach the finish line of my leadership leg I pass the baton to Greg; not for 
the anchor leg but as one to continue the relay of our Department currently in its 
100th year of existence. Mack, Gosse, Mack, Awad, Norman and now Bell have 
passed the baton. 
 

Run Forrest run! 

Department of 
Urology 
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Welcome back Ross! 

Building on a Solid Foundation: My Journey through Fellowship after a Residency with 
Dalhousie Urology 
 
 Dr. Ross J. Mason, Assistant Professor 
 
Arriving in Rochester, Minnesota, colloquially known as Med City, USA, I couldn’t help feeling slightly intimidated. The 
historic buildings nestled alongside modern architecture of glass and marble serve as a reminder of the storied history 
of the Mayo Clinic and its ongoing role in advancing modern health care. It would quickly become clear, however, that 
the excellent training I had received with Dalhousie Urology placed me on a solid footing to begin my journey as a 
Fellow in Urologic Oncology. 
 
Rochester is a small city in the heart of America’s Midwest. After arriving in Minneapolis, the trip to Rochester involves 
driving through cornfields that stretch as far as the eye can see. Rochester itself is a quaint city and is home to some 
of the most kind hearted people I have ever encountered, and we were quickly made to feel at home. What it lacks in 
big-city amenities it makes up for with its extensive outdoors parks and trails and the many beautiful state parks that 
are in close proximity. In addition, the Mississippi river is only a 30-minute drive to the east. As born and raised 
Maritimers, used to the ocean, my family and I spent nearly every Sunday afternoon hiking along the magnificent bluffs 
that adorn this body of water. Overall, it was an ideal place to spend two years with my family. 
 
The first year of my fellowship was dedicated to a combination of research and completion of a Master’s degree in 
clinical and translational research. After finishing a busy residency in Halifax, it was a big change spending half of my 
day in class and the other half in front of a computer focusing on analyzing data and writing papers. However, I quickly 
adjusted to this change and it became apparent to me that the training in clinical research and critical thinking I 
received at Dalhousie through research, rounds, and journal club would prove invaluable in these pursuits. 
 
The second year of my fellowship was focused on medical and surgical training in Urologic Oncology. After not 
operating for a year, I felt somewhat ‘rusty’ starting out. Again, however, it wasn’t long before the excellent training I 
had received as Dalhousie came back to me. When confronted with a challenging clinical scenario both inside and 
outside of the OR, the attending staff at Mayo would often ask with genuine interest; “what would the urologists back 
home do here?” With this solid foundation, I had the fortunate opportunity to receive training in everything from 
routine urologic oncology to complex multidisciplinary cases. 
 
As I head back to Halifax after two years in Minnesota, I will look back fondly on my time spent south of the border and 
on the training I was fortunate enough to receive at Mayo Clinic. However, it is with excitement and honour that I join 
the Department of Urology at Dalhousie University with the hopes of contributing to the clinical and academic mission 

of Urology in the Maritimes. 
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Resident’s Corner 
 

Meet Our New Residents 
 

 

Hello everyone! I was born in South Korea and moved to Canada when I was 7 years old, 
and have been living the West Coast life ever since. Growing up in Vancouver, I am 
proud to say that I have not owned a pair of jeans since high school (sportswear for 
days). I finished my B.Sc and medical school training at UBC and I cannot be more 
excited to be moving to the East Coast (lobsters, great beer and real Canadian winters) 
for my residency training. Outside of medicine, I love to weightlift, rock climb (lead 
climbing and bouldering!), snowboard, and hike. I've also recently started getting into 
surfing and Muay Thai as well! After my elective at Dalhousie, I couldn’t imagine 
completing my residency program anywhere else. The collegiality amongst the residents 
and staff, the outstanding surgical exposure and the lovely city are all things that makes 
me excited to call Halifax my new home. I feel extremely fortunate and excited to be 
joining the amazing Dalhousie Urology team, and I look forward to meeting and working 

with everyone. 

 

Third year resident Jesse Ory completed a near sweep of the AUA skills competition in San Francisco this year. Olympus, Storz, 
and Cook hosted 4 different skills challenges open to residents and staff for the entire duration of the conference. By the end of 
the competition, Jesse placed 1st in three of four events. Challenges involved speedy flexible ureteroscopy, stone extraction, 
TURBT skill, and tumour visualization. Congrats Jesse and enjoy your new IPad!  
 

 

My name is Stewart but most people call me Stew! I'm an (almost) born and raised Nova 
Scotian having moved to Halifax when I was around a year old. I grew up in Clayton 
Park and graduated from Halifax West High School before moving to Montreal where I 
completed a Bachelor of Science at McGill. After undergrad I moved back to Halifax and 
worked for a few years while applying to medical school. 
 
Outside medicine, sports have always been my major pass time. I love playing golf and 
hockey and spend an unhealthy amount of time managing several fantasy footballs 
teams.  
 
I became interested in Urology through exposure at both the pre-clerkship and 
clerkship years of medical school at Dalhousie. After travelling across the country in my 
fourth year and experiencing a lot of other programs I was left convinced that 
Dalhousie Urology has an unbeatable mix of a fun, collegial work environment with top 
notch surgical training. I was thrilled to match to this program and can't wait to get 

started in July! 

 

 

Sandra Kim 

Stewart Whelan 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 CUA Annual Meeting, June 23-26, 2018, Halifax, NS 

 Northeastern Section AUA Annual Meeting, October 11-13, 2018,  

Toronto, ON 

 Dept. of Urology Resident Research Day, April 10, 2019, Halifax, NS 

 AUA Annual Meeting, May 3-6, 2019, Chicago, IL 

 

Upcoming Events!  
 

We’re on the Web! 

See us at: 

http://dal.ca/urology 
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10A OR – Albert Covin, Nursing attendant is retiring 
 
Urology Clinic – Sue Marsh, RN, is retiring at the end of June with over 40 years of 
service – we will miss you so much Sue!  
 
5B – Tammy Bowles, RN, had retired April 1st – we will miss you Tammy but happy 
you will be back teaching nursing students from Dalhousie  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Also from 5B, Carolin Read, Nurse Manager,  
 
It is with mixed feelings that I write this note. I joined the Urology team in 2004 
and immediately knew it was going to be a great place to work. Working with the 
leadership of first Dr. R Norman and then Dr. D Bell there have been a lot of 
accomplishments on which to reflect. From leading the way in developing Care 
Maps for Urology patient populations, designing and developing outpatient Urology 
services at Cobequid, closing 5 North, redesign of the clinic scope processing area, 
advancing the role of SPD aide in clinic, redesign of the 5B nursing 
station/workspace, implementation of the Pharmacy Tech Role on 5B and a 5B 
Model of Care review which allowed us to increase the staffing level on 5B are a 
few that come to mind. 
I am in the process of transitioning to my new role with People Services as Business 
Leader of Staff Scheduling Services for NSHA. In this role, I will be focused on 
working with a team to develop and implement an electronic scheduling system 
that will be rolled out across the province, working with teams to optimize staff 
scheduling practices, as well as facilitating the implementation of the contract 
with our external staffing providers, “Carecor”. My office will soon be on 5 North. 
I am very excited for this new challenge however will miss working with such a 
great team – Clerks, Aides, Nurses, Pharmacy Techs, Admin Supports, Residents and 
Physicians. I know you will continue to provide the highest standard quality care to 
our patients and I know the Manager that follows in my footsteps will be just as 
fortunate as I to work with such great people.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

Nurses’ Notes  
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